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RESEARCH REPORT
Did the design, analysis methods or primary/secondary outcomes change substantively from those presented in the
original submission?

Please describe the results obtained, relating these to:
a) any hypotheses stated in the research proposal
b) any objectives stated in the research proposal
c) Primary outcomes
d) Secondary outcomes
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Lay description of research achievements and outcomes
In a format understandable to the general public and suitable for publicity purposes (foundation reports), please
respond to the following questions:
1.

What was the original problem your research sought to address?

2.

How did the outcomes address the problem?
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3.

In conclusion, what do you believe are the actual or potential implications arising from your research? Depending
on the nature of your study, these might include direct or indirect impact on any or all of the following: basic
scientific knowledge, health and social outcomes, health economics, clinical practice, and/or specialist training and
education.

Please provide details of any publications or conference presentations arising from this grant including any in
press or submitted publications.
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Statement of expenditure
Personnel (FTE = FULL TIME EQUIVALENT)
Position

% FTE per annum

Salary rate + on-costs

Total

Explanation if changes were made to original personnel budget

Equipment
Item

Total

Explanation if changes were made to original equipment budget

Maintenance/Consumables
Item

Total

Explanation of changes in original maintenance/consumables budget

Other items
Item

Total

Explanation if changes were made to original item budget

Total (AUD)
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Certification
I certify that the information contained in this final report represents a true account of the research award:

Name of Chief Investigator A:

..............................................................................

Signature of Chief Investigator A: ................................................................................

Date: .......................................................
Contact details

Telephone:

Email:
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